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ABSTRACT: Purpose
In the context of deepening the cooperation of Indus-
try–University–Research (IUR), enterprises must gain
competitive advantage by transferring external knowl-
edge to the enterprise for knowledge appreciation. On
the basis of the knowledge stickiness encountered in
the process of knowledge transfer in the collaborative
innovation of IUR, the formation process and causes
of knowledge stickiness are analyzed.

Design/methodology/approach
In this study, the knowledge flow model based on heat
conduction theory was proposed. The dynamic simula-
tion was carried out using MATLAB software. The knowl-
edge flow and evolution process in IUR were analyzed
from the macro level, whereas the role and influence of
various factors in knowledge stickiness was analyzed
from the micro level. Finally, the preliminary mecha-
nism of knowledge management (sharing and transfer)
between IUR was established.

Findings
Results show that: the process of knowledge transfer
between IUR is the process of continuously realizing
knowledge increment and knowledge creation, and the
process of knowledge evolution between IUR is a pro-
cess that the Industry, the University and the Research
approach continuously; and knowledge stickiness has
a direct impact on the efficiency of knowledge transfer.
Strengthening the cognition between IUR, increasing the
number of activities between IUR, and creating a col-
laborative innovation atmosphere between IUR will re-
duce knowledge stickiness and improve the efficiency
of knowledge transfer.

Originality/value: Knowledge stickiness is classified
from the perspective of “Situation–Action–Cognition” (S–
A–C) and the generation process of knowledge stickiness

in knowledge transfer is explored by using heat con-
duction theory, which makes a positive contribution to
the exploration of the internal mechanism and transfer
path of knowledge stickiness.
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1. Introduction

Collaborative innovation, as an important form in the de-
velopment of innovation system, continues to promote
the development of scientific and technological innova-
tion activities in the era of knowledge economy (Lee et
al., 2019). By using the cooperative mechanism between
technological innovation subject and knowledge creation
subject (Baldwin and von Hippel, 2011; Swink, 2006;
Ketchen et al., 2007; Perkmann and Walsh, 2007), en-
terprises, universities, and scientific research institutes
can realize the cooperative effect among different
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subjects (n+n>2n) and the cooperative creation within a
single subject (1+1>2).

Knowledge collaboration is the core of IUR collaborative
innovation and the core transmission process. Moreover,
knowledge collaboration improves the transformation rate
of scientific and technological achievements of universi-
ties and the efficiency of enterprises (Sørensen and
Torfing, 2011). However, not all knowledge can be trans-
ferred effectively. Ineffective mode, poor mechanism,
insufficient motivation (Kalling, 2003) and tacit knowl-
edge hinder the transfer of knowledge between IUR
(Attewell, 1992), resulting in knowledge stickiness (Von
Hippel, 1994). Many cooperation projects between IUR
fail because for these organizations, reducing the knowl-
edge stickiness effect is the key to realize the collabora-
tive innovation of IUR in the face of difficult or high cost
of knowledge transfer. In this case, fully understanding
the problem of knowledge stickiness will be conducive to
improving the performance of knowledge transfer. Fur-
thermore, analyzing the causes of knowledge stickiness
from the internal mechanism and weakening the transfer
measures will be the key to achieve collaborative innova-
tion and will have practical significance on the effective
development of scientific and technological achievements
transformation in IUR (Siegel et al., 2003). Although many
scholars at home and abroad have studied and discussed
the mechanism and mode of collaborative innovation or
the mechanism of knowledge management (sharing,
transfer), the formation and weakening of knowledge
stickiness from different perspectives, and have achieved
certain research results, only a few of them have com-
bined the two to study the knowledge stickiness in the
collaborative innovation of IUR.

Thus, this study focuses on the cause and process of
knowledge stickiness in the context of collaborative inno-
vation of IUR. On the micro level and based on the per-
spective of S–A–C, the analysis framework of the influ-
encing factors of knowledge stickiness is put forward. In
addition, the internal influence mechanism of knowledge
stickiness is analyzed from the three levels of situation,
activity, and cognition. On the macro level and based on
heat conduction theory, the evolution process of knowl-
edge transfer stickiness is simulated dynamically, the
evolution rule of knowledge stickiness in the collabora-
tive environment of IUR is analyzed, and management
and control suggestions are proposed to reduce knowl-
edge stickiness, improving the efficiency of knowledge
transfer and achieving smooth cooperation between IUR.

2. Related Works

2.1 Connotation of Knowledge Stickiness
Von Hipple (1994) first proposed the concept of “sticky
information”. He believed that the process of knowledge
acquisition or knowledge transfer entailed cost, and in-
formation stickiness was directly proportional to the cost.
Szulanski (1996) and Simonin (1999) put forward the
concepts of “internal viscosity” and “knowledge

fuzziness,” respectively. From then on, scholars began
paying attention to “knowledge stickiness” and carried
out numerous researches. The local definitions of knowl-
edge stickiness are mainly cost theory and knowledge
theory. Cost theory refers to the difficulty of knowledge
flow and the cost of knowledge transfer, mainly discuss-
ing the cost or price of knowledge in the process of trans-
fer. Moreover, knowledge theory refers to knowledge that
is difficult to be transferred or applied, mainly discuss-
ing that knowledge itself cannot be transferred. This study
holds that knowledge stickiness describes the obstruc-
tion or stagnation of knowledge in the process of trans-
ferring, sharing, or regenerating (Riusala and Smale,
2007; Li and Hsieh, 2009). The “knowledge stickiness
coefficient” can be used to express the difficulty and
cost of knowledge transfer. The greater the knowledge
stickiness coefficient, the greater the difficulty and cost
of knowledge transfer, and vice versa.

2.2 Influencing Factors of Knowledge Stickiness
Factors that affect knowledge stickiness include subjec-
tive factors, such as knowledge source and knowledge
receptor (Pfajfar and Santoro, 2010), and objective fac-
tors, such as knowledge characteristics and situation
(Smale, 2008; Carmi et al., 2015). Researchers have
different analyses on the causes of knowledge sticki-
ness from different perspectives. Szulanski (2000) thought
that knowledge stickiness was affected by knowledge
characteristics, knowledge sources, knowledge recep-
tors, and transfer situations. Cummings and Teng (2003)
pointed out that the key factors affecting the success of
knowledge transfer include the expressiveness and
embeddedness of knowledge, knowledge distance, project
priority, and transfer activities. Pérez-Nordtvedt et al.
(2008) found that to some extent, the generation of knowl-
edge stickiness can be avoided by knowledge charac-
teristics, learning intention, resource attraction, and part-
nership. Huan et al. (2017) pointed out that the influenc-
ing factors of knowledge stickiness are transfer inten-
tion, transfer ability, knowledge base, knowledge char-
acteristics, and receiving ability.

On the basis of the collaborative innovation environment
of IUR, this study mainly discusses the knowledge sticki-
ness with its own research characteristics. The theoreti-
cal model of knowledge stickiness elements of IUR is
proposed to enhance the pertinence and rationality of
the indicators in the specific context and to form a sys-
tematic, comprehensive, reasonable, and specific vari-
able that affects knowledge stickiness. This study holds
that the knowledge transfer in IUR is mainly affected by
the factors of knowledge sender (university–research
party), knowledge receiver (industry party), cognitive
structure difference, knowledge characteristics, and re-
lationship between IUR. Based on S–A–C theory, knowl-
edge stickiness generated in IUR is divided into cogni-
tive stickiness layer (Bhagat et al., 2002; De Luca and
Atuahene-Gima, 2007; Easterby-Smith et al., 2008),
activity stickiness layer, and situational stickiness layer
(Luo and Lee, 2015).
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Figure 1. Theoretical Model of the Factors of Knowledge Stickiness in IUR

2.3 Formation Process of Knowledge Stickiness
Knowledge has become the most strategic resource for
enterprises (Nonaka, 1994; Grant, 1996). Under the back-
ground of knowledge modularization and labor division
(Zhang et al., 2019), enterprises constantly seek coop-
eration with universities and scientific research institutes
to provide competitive advantages for their technological
innovation and development (Jensen and Szulanski, 2004;
Buganza and Verganti, 2009). However, due to the ex-
change, sharing, and transfer of knowledge, transfer-
ring knowledge among the subjects of IUR is difficult.
Such difficulty is affected by the characteristics of knowl-
edge (complexity, specificity, embeddedness, being tacit)
and the interaction between IUR, which increases the
uncertainty of knowledge transfer and absorption, re-
sulting in knowledge stickiness (Szulanski et al., 2016).

The collaborative innovation between IUR promotes the
integration of resources and technology across fields,
industries, disciplines, and departments on the basis of
benefit sharing and risk sharing. From the perspective
of knowledge transfer (Szulanski, 2000), the process of
collaborative innovation between IUR is the process of
knowledge startup (forming collaborative will), knowledge
implementation (knowledge resource flow and focus),
knowledge adjustment (knowledge sharing and interac-
tion), and knowledge integration (knowledge creation and
application).

(1) Initiation Phase
Recognizing that the demand for knowledge collabora-
tion is available among IUR, the subjects of IUR will first
study the market economy situation from a macro per-
spective. Then, they will analyze its feasibility from a
micro perspective to determine whether to implement the
collaboration strategic layout of IUR (Jin, 2013). When
the collaborative will is formed, each subject in the IUR
will start to transfer knowledge and generate knowledge

stickiness. Owing to the evident knowledge gap between
IUR and the immaturity of operation mechanism of knowl-
edge transfer, completing knowledge transfer in the early
stage of cooperation is difficult.

(2) Implementation Phase
Each subject of IUR enters the phase of knowledge re-
source flow and focuses after forming the collaborative
will. At this time, the flow of IUR begins to transform from
a single level of internal flow into a multi-level interactive
flow (as shown in Fig. 2). Owing to the established coop-
eration among the subjects of IUR in a virtual organiza-
tion (Gao et al., 2016) during the specific implementa-
tion stage, differences in objectives and concepts will be
inevitable. In addition, the research fields between IUR
are different, and their knowledge levels are different
from one other. Thus, intangible knowledge that is diffi-
cult to express and code will be difficult to be transferred.
The main goal of collaboration between industry–univer-
sity–research at this phase is to reduce the stickiness of
knowledge by exploring the appropriate cooperation mode
in the specific cooperation (Nonaka, 2000).

(3) Adjustment Phase
The knowledge receiver (enterprise) needs to adjust the
received knowledge to meet the needs of specific envi-
ronment and people when the knowledge begins to enter
the state of steady sharing and interaction. A weak will-
ingness of the knowledge receiver to absorb and a low
ability to maintain received knowledge will greatly reduce
transfer efficiency. If the knowledge receiver simply me-
chanically copies the original knowledge and lacks the
ability to adjust and create new knowledge, the trans-
ferred knowledge will not adapt to the new organizational
environment, and the utilization rate of knowledge trans-
formation will be reduced, which is not conducive to
knowledge creation. The purpose of the adjustment phase
is to accelerate the knowledge appreciation in the process
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Figure 2. Knowledge Flow Process in Collaborative Innovation of IUR

Figure 3. Knowledge Transfer Process in Collaborative Innovation of IUR

of knowledge transfer, knowledge application, and knowl-
edge innovation.

(4) Integration Phase
In addition to the knowledge transfer process of knowl-
edge carrier, the collaboration of IUR is also a process
of forming new knowledge through knowledge fusion. The
process of knowledge creation is the premise of the col-
laborative innovation and steady operation of IUR. How-
ever, as the newly created knowledge has just formed at
the beginning of integration, new knowledge stickiness
may arise. Therefore, integration aims to effectively resist

the impact caused by the changes of knowledge sub-
ject, object, and policy environment by establishing a
long-term collaborative innovation mode and operation
mechanism, combining knowledge sharing and knowl-
edge creation.

3. Methodology

3.1 Modelling
To ensure that the relationship between factors in col-
laborative innovation of IUR and knowledge stickiness
can be further reflected, this study puts forward the analysis
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framework of knowledge stickiness in collaborative inno-
vation of IUR. This study also analyzes the basic hypoth-
esis that the factors influencing knowledge stickiness
between IUR are mainly activity stickiness, cognitive
stickiness, and situational stickiness, namely, E = f(C, W,
Q).

Where E represents total knowledge stickiness, C repre-
sents cognitive layer knowledge stickiness, W represents
activity layer knowledge stickiness, and Q represents situ-
ation stickiness.

(1) Cognitive Layer Knowledge Stickiness
Cognition stickiness layer includes the cognitive factor
(S) and the knowledge characteristic factor (K), that is,
C = f(S, K).

Cognitive factors. The form of inner product can be used
to express the cognitive differences caused by different
knowledge backgrounds. Hence, the following cognitive
factor influence function can be constructed:

(1)

si represents the knowledge vector of university–research
party, sj represents the knowledge vector of industry party,
and θij is defined as the difference degree of knowledge
cognition, especially when θij =π / 2, no knowledge ex-
change occurs between IUR.

Knowledge is characterized by complexity, recessive-
ness, and exclusiveness (represented by W1, W2, W3, re-
spectively, Wi ∈ [0, 1]; i = 1,2,3). The closer the value of
Wi is to 0, the less complex the knowledge is. The closer
the value of Wi, the more complex it is. According to the
characteristics of knowledge, the influence function of
knowledge characteristics factors can be constructed as
follows:

(2)

(2) Activity Stickiness Layer
Activity stickiness layer includes three levels: university–
research party (knowledge sender), industry party (knowl-
edge receiver), and the relationship between IUR. To
ensure that the relationship of activity stickiness layer
can be fully revealed, this study assumes a mutual sym-
biotic relationship between knowledge subjects, the knowl-
edge transfer between IUR is carried out under mutual
symbiosis, and knowledge stickiness is affected by itself
and the other party.

Universities and scientific research institutes provide new

knowledge (variable is set as U(t)), enterprises accept
new knowledge to complete the transformation of scien-
tific and technological achievements (variable is set as
F(t)), and the main quality parameter is the output of
each knowledge subject of IUR. Based on the fact that all
essential productive factors are constant, a superior limit
boundary exists between the university–research party
and the industry party. The saturation quantity is U, F. To
assume that the natural growth rate of output between
IUR is r1, r2, the logistic growth equation among knowl-
edge subjects of IUR is as follows:

(3)

Among them:
1 − U(t) / U represents the stickiness factor of the univer-
sity–research party.

1 − F(t) / F represents the stickiness factor of the indus-
try party.

In view of the mutual symbiotic relationship between the
subjects of IUR, the university–research party will create
knowledge according to the requirements of the industry
party to promote the transformation of the scientific and
technological achievements of the industry party. More-
over, the industry party will also have corresponding in-
centive effect on the knowledge creation of the univer-
sity–research party. That is, the university–research
party will gain economic reward and non-monetary wel-
fare (such as enhanced reputation) when the industry
party realizes the commercialization of achievements.
The logistic symbiosis model under the symbiosis model
can be obtained:

(4)

Among them, α represents the symbiotic contribution rate
of the industry party to the university–research party,
which refers to the impact of the transformation of the
scientific and technological achievements of the indus-
try party on the knowledge creation of the university–
research party. β represents the symbiotic contribution
rate of the university–research party to the industry party,
which refers to the contribution of the university–research
party to the transformation of the scientific and techno-
logical achievements of the industry party in the process
of knowledge sharing.

The conclusion that the activity stickiness layer is mainly
affected by the stickiness factors of the university–re-
search party and the industry party under the symbiotic
environment can be drawn through the logistic symbiotic model.
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(3) Situational Stickiness Layer
Situational stickiness layer includes the influence of in-
centive mechanism a(t), institutional guarantee b(t), and
cooperation atmosphere Rd(t) on knowledge stickiness.
In this study, the linear influence function of situational
stickiness expresses the influence of incentive mecha-
nism, system guarantee, and cooperation atmosphere
on knowledge stickiness.

(5)

3.2 Evolution
In essence, the process of knowledge transfer is the
process of knowledge flow caused by knowledge poten-
tial difference. That is, high potential knowledge will gradu-
ally transfer to low potential knowledge with the change
of time, which is similar to the process of temperature
changing with time in heat conduction. In Fourier’s Law,
heat flow Q is directly proportional to the temperature
gradient dT/dz and the cross-sectional area A (that is, Q
= − k.dT / dz.A, k is the coefficient of heat conduction),
and the generation of heat conduction of (between) ob-
jects requires the following conditions:

(1) Temperature gradient exists between objects. This
condition is basic for heat conduction and determines
the direction of heat conduction. Owing to the potential
difference in the process of knowledge transfer, the high
potential knowledge of the university–research party will
gradually transfer to the industry party; thus, knowledge
gradient and clear transfer direction will be generated,
which conforms to the condition of heat conduction.

(2) The coefficient of heat conductivity. In heat conduc-
tion, the coefficient of heat conductivity is the main fac-
tor affecting the speed and intensity of heat transfer.
Knowledge stickiness will be caused by the blocking ef-
fect in the process of knowledge transfer. The degree of
knowledge stickiness will also affect the speed and in-
tensity of knowledge transfer, which conforms to the con-
dition of heat conduction.

(3) Cross-sectional area. The cross-sectional area of
heat conduction is the heat transfer area, which is an
important factor affecting the conduction effect. Com-
munication channels also have an impact on knowledge
transfer. In general, the smoother the channel of knowl-
edge communication is, the faster the knowledge trans-
mission. Additionally, the final effect of knowledge trans-
mission is related to the knowledge distance between the
two mechanisms, which conforms to the condition of heat
conduction.

This study ensures that the influence of knowledge sticki-
ness in the collaborative innovation of IUR on knowledge
transfer can be dynamically reflected. Hence, the knowl-
edge flow process is dynamically evolved based on heat
conduction theory, and the knowledge quantity and heat

are compared to achieve the distribution of knowledge
field in a stable state. That is, the following deterministic
problems are solved:

(6)

u(x, y)| is the temperature of knowledge. It is assumed
that the initial temperature of the industry party is −3,
and that of the university–research party is 0. The area
of the industry party is 0.8>y>0.2, 0.8>x>0.2. In the a2 =
k/cρ, k is the coefficient of heat conductivity of the ob-
ject. k is compared to the coefficient of knowledge con-
duction, c is the rate of knowledge heating, and ρ is the
density of knowledge.

Among them, E = 1/k, that is, the reciprocal of knowledge
stickiness is assumed to be the coefficient of knowledge
conduction.

The method of separating variables is used to solve the
special solution which satisfies the boundary conditions
and is in the form of separated variables. Suppose u(x,
y) = X(x) Y(y), and substitute it into the problem of definite
solution to yield:

(7)

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

MATLAB software was used to carry out the simulation
experiment on the knowledge transfer (propagation) model
of heat conduction. The initial knowledge temperature of
the university–research party is set as 0 (four sides area),
and the initial temperature of the industry party is set as
−3 (middle area), which is used to represent the knowl-
edge potential difference between the subjects of IUR.
In this study, the knowledge temperature of the univer-
sity–research party is set as a constant value because
the knowledge of the university–research party will not
decrease in the process of transfer (unlike the gradual
decrease of temperature in heat conduction).

In the process of simulation evolution (see Figure. 4a-
4b-4c), the amount of knowledge of the industry party
increases with the change of time and finally approaches
the amount of knowledge of the university–research party.
This finding shows that not only the knowledge differ-
ence between IUR will become increasingly small; the
knowledge stickiness will also become smaller through
continuous cooperation, communication, and exploration.
It meets the development law of the cooperation between
IUR in real life; the process of knowledge transfer is the
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Figure 4. Dynamic Evolution Process of Knowledge Quantity of University–Research Party and Industry Party

process of knowledge appreciation and knowledge cre-
ation.

4.1 Knowledge Stickiness and Knowledge Quantity
In this study, the influence of different stickiness on knowl-
edge transfer is analyzed. Through the simulation ex-
periment, this study finds that the knowledge stickiness
of cognitive layer (Figure 5a) and situational layer (Fig-
ure 5b) have a direct impact on the efficiency of knowl-
edge transfer. The greater the knowledge stickiness, the
slower the knowledge transfer and the less knowledge
stickiness, the faster knowledge transfer. Therefore, iden-
tifying the factors that affect the knowledge stickiness of
IUR and taking practical control measures will greatly
improve the performance of knowledge transfer and
achieve cooperative innovation.

The simulation trends of knowledge stickiness in cogni-
tive layer and situational layer are compared in the study.
Knowledge stickiness in cognitive layer has a steep ef-
fect on knowledge transmission, showing that knowledge
stickiness at the cognitive level has an evident impact on
knowledge transfer and is the primary consideration of
management and control. In addition, knowledge sticki-
ness is more sensitive to the situation level after comparing

with different knowledge stickiness coefficients, show-
ing that the knowledge stickiness effect can be changed
rapidly by optimizing the situation level environment.

4.2 Knowledge Stickiness and Collaborative
Innovation
Figure 6a shows that the total knowledge stickiness (situ-
ational stickiness layer) decreases with time. The figure
shows a trend of changing from rapid to gentle and fi-
nally to zero, indicating that creating a good collabora-
tive situation in the early stage of knowledge transfer is
an effective measure to reduce knowledge stickiness.
Moreover, this study focuses on the simulation experi-
ment of the relationship between cooperation atmosphere
and knowledge stickiness to reflect the internal relation-
ship of context layer, finds the inverse relationship be-
tween knowledge stickiness and cooperation atmosphere,
and finds an important turning point of 0.2. Knowledge
stickiness changes rapidly when the cooperation atmo-
sphere is less than 0.2, and gradually slows down when
the cooperation atmosphere is greater than 0.2. These
changes show that knowledge stickiness effect is smaller
in a collaborative innovation cooperation environment.
To reduce the knowledge stickiness effect, the coopera-
tion atmosphere should at least reach a basic standard
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Evolution Process of Knowledge Stickiness and Knowledge Quantity

(a)
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so that the influence of cooperation atmosphere on knowl-
edge stickiness can be reduced.

5. Conclusions

This study aims to explore the cause and mechanism of
knowledge stickiness in the collaborative innovation of
IUR from the perspective of knowledge stickiness in
knowledge transfer of IUR. This study also aims to find
management and control suggestions to reduce knowl-
edge stickiness. Through systematic analysis and dy-
namic simulation of the evolution process and law of
knowledge transfer stickiness, the following conclusions
can be made:

(1) Factors such as the university–research party, the
industry party, cognitive structure differences, knowledge
characteristics, relationship between industry- university-
research, and situation have impacts on knowledge sticki-
ness among subjects. The process of knowledge trans-
fer is the process of initiating, implementing, adjusting,
and integrating knowledge.

(2) The process of knowledge transfer between IUR is
the process of knowledge increment and knowledge cre-
ation, and the process of knowledge quantity evolution
between IUR is the process of continuous approximation
between the industry party and the university–research
party. The knowledge of the university–research party is
learned and used by the industry party constantly to
deepen its thinking and improve its ability, and the uni-
versity–research party accumulates practical experience
through the feedback of the enterprise.

(3) Knowledge stickiness has a direct impact on the effi-
ciency of knowledge transfer. The effect of cognitive

(b)

Figure 6. Evolution Process of Knowledge Stickiness and Collaborative Situation

stickiness is more evident than that of situational sticki-
ness. Compared with the cognitive stickiness layer, sticki-
ness coefficient of different situations has significantly
different effects on the knowledge quantity.

(4) The degree of knowledge stickiness is inversely pro-
portional to the cooperation atmosphere and the situa-
tion, showing that the stickiness effect of knowledge can
be effectively weakened by creating a good collabora-
tive innovation environment.

The following enlightenment on recognizing knowledge
management in collaborative environment and weaken-
ing the knowledge stickiness effect in practice can be
provided by the following conclusions:

(1) The system and situation of collaborative innovation
of IUR should be created. The science and technology
policy of IUR should be improved, the driving force of
the government should be fully exerted, the reform of
IUR system and the innovation of science and technol-
ogy system should be deepened, and the innovation sub-
ject position of enterprises in the cooperation system of
IUR should be strengthened to truly form the risk sharing
mechanism of “benefit sharing, risk sharing, and col-
laborative development.”

(2) The knowledge sharing mechanism of collaborative
innovation of IUR should be established. First, the knowl-
edge information exchange platform should be established
by using modern network information technology. Sec-
ond, the conflicts among the subjects of IUR should be
minimized by expanding communication channels. Fi-
nally, learning organizations should be established to
understand their knowledge background and improve their
willingness and ability of knowledge transfer.
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Our research suggests several promising opportunities
in future research. First, the influencing factors are mainly
discussed from the subjective and objective perspective
of knowledge stickiness between IUR, whereas the role
of innovation network nodes in the process is ignored
and the dimensions of influencing factors are not com-
prehensive enough. In addition, the knowledge transmis-
sion model based on heat conduction theory lacks prac-
tical verification, which needs to be supported by spe-
cific cases in reality. Finally, expanding the research on
knowledge stickiness between IUR is necessary to pro-
vide reference for knowledge management (transfer and
sharing) in China.
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